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Background
The Partnership for Advancing Women in Economic Development (PAWED) project aims to
build  and  nurture  sustainable  Nigerian  CSO  advocacy  and  communications  coalition  to
support  leading  women’s  economic  empowerment  interventions  such  as  the  Nigeria  for
Women Project at national and state level through evidence-based advocacy, awareness
creation and knowledge mobilization and dissemination. The PAWED project is funded by
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF).
The PAWED project collaborated with Michael Imoudu National Institute for Labour Studies
(MINILS) to strengthen the advocacy and communications capacity of women’s economic
collectives  in  the  Nigeria  for  Women  Project  States  through  a  3-day  capacity  building
workshop series from the 9th-11th August, 2021

Objective of the Training Workshop
The  objective  of  the  training  was  to  strengthen  select  Nigerian  high-level  Women’s
Empowerment Collectives’ (WECs) capacity and increase their knowledge base in advocacy
and communication strategies for women’s economic empowerment. 

The training was designed as participatory, practical and skills-oriented, with modules on:

 New knowledge of elements and meaning of advocacy as opposed to courtesy calls.
 Skills and techniques for working together in coalitions with role differentiation.
 Elements of the advocacy cycles and sequential flows.
 Best practices in framing & prioritizing advocacy issues in WEE.
 Key targets in the executive and legislative & develop strategies to reach them.
 Strategies for identifying and responding to opposition & counter-messages.
 Skills for planning and budgeting for advocacy.
 Skills and techniques for monitoring, evaluation & documentation.
 New skills to develop effective advocacy messages for WEE.
 Multiple channels of communication and effectiveness of each for advocacy.
 Techniques & skills for reaching out and incorporating influencers into planning.
 New  approaches  to  design  an  effective  WEE  focused  advocacy  activity  to  address

advocacy issues.  

Participants for the Training Workshop
A key component  of  the  PAWED project  is  strengthening  the capacity  of  national  level
Women’s Economic Empowerment and Business Associations in the country on advocacy
and communication. In order to implement this component, the dRPC-PAWED project put
out a call for applications and received nominations, at the end of the screening process 30
WECs were selected. The following is a profile of the WECs selected:

S/
NO ORGANIZATION STATE PARTICIPANTS

NAMES

1 Kungiyar Tallafin Mata
Development Initiative KEBBI Zarau Ahmad

2
Gidan Agoda Women Rice
Processors Cooperatives

Association
KEBBI Wasila Hamisu

3 Tudunkuka Women farmers
Multipurpose Cooperative KEBBI Saratu Sale

4 Active Support for Rural
People Initiative (ASURPI) KEBBI Mariam Umar
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5 Tako-Chapa Youth Farmers’
Cooperative Society LTD. NIGER Hauwa

Abdulrahman

6 Soje (A) Women Farmers’
Cooperative Society LTD NIGER Aisha Usman

7 National Council for Women
Societies NIGER Patricia A.  Jibrin

8
Kura Wadata Women Multi-

Purpose Cooperative Society
LTD

NIGER Hadiza Suleiman
Bissallah

9
Progressive Giant Sisters
Multipurpose Cooperative

Society Limited, Taraba State
TARABA Harira Bashir

10
Albarka Women Multipurpose

Cooperative Society Ltd,
Taraba State

TARABA Amina Inuwa

11
Divine Sisters Multipurpose
Cooperative Society, Taraba

State
TARABA Tharmar Sani

Marke

12
Adalci Women Multipurpose

Cooperative Society Ltd,
Taraba State

TARABA
Amina

Mohammed
Imam

13
Toluwalase Women in

Cooperative Multipurpose
Society Ltd.

OGUN Mrs Ganiyu
Aminatu

14 Peasants’ Dragnet OGUN
Dawodu

Olufolakemi
Haulat

15 Ifedoro Co-Operative Thrift
and Society OGUN Adebiyi Abosede

Oluwatosin

16 Arigbajo Women Society OGUN Mrs. Daramola
Magret Bolatito

17 Nwechukwu Farmers’
Cooperative Society ABIA Mrs Uhuegbu

Elizabeth Odowai

18 Women in Mining Cooperative ABIA Mrs Joy
Onwubiko

19
Women Goatery and Poultry

Farmers’ Cooperative
Association

ABIA Scholastica Urom

20 Udeala Women Cooperative ABIA Mrs Anthonia
Onyegbule

21
Kagaujin Sokoa Multipurpose
Cooperative Society, Limited

Illorin
KWARA

Rebecca
Omawunmi

Moses

22 Women Leader Labour Party KWARA
Princess Fatima

Mahmud
Owonikoko

23
Women Empowerment

Multipurpose Cooperative
Society Illorin

KWARA Asmaa Saka
Apalando

24
NIWOSEC Developmental
Multipurpose Cooperative

Society, Illorin
KWARA Mrs Ann Omoyeni

Ehindero

25 Ifesowapo Cooperative OYO Mrs Yisa Ajimot
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Investment Society and Credit
Union Limited Ibadan Abiodun

26
Oredegbe Ifetedo Cooperative
Investment and Credit Union

Limited, Ibadan
OYO Mrs Sulieman

Titlayo Sidikat

27 Chairperson, Nigeria Labour
Congress Lagos State LAGOS Mrs Agnes Funmi

Sessi

28
Chairperson, National Women

Council Nigerian Labour
Congress

ABUJA Deborah john
Yusuf

29
Solid Gold Farmers

Multipurpose Cooperative
Society

DELTA Mrs Angel
Onwaeze

30
Nigerian Labour Congress
(NLC) Women Committee

Wing
KWARA

Mrs Olawuyi
Deborah

Moradeyo

Pre-Training Workshop Activities – Training of Trainers

The  advocacy  and  communication  training  for  women  cooperative  and  economic
empowerment collectives started with the training of trainers. The objective of the training
was to train the trainers that will step down the trainings to the various participants identified
from  the  Nigeria  for  women  project  states  and  beyond.  The  trainers  were  drawn  from
MINILS,  University  of  Jos  directorate  of  Gender  studies  and  identified  consultant  on
advocacy and communication. A total number of 8 trainers were trained for a period of 3
days. 

Workshop Overview 
DAY 1
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The day one activities started with opening ceremony for the training workshop. During the
opening speech by the director general of MINILS Dr Isa Aremu, he noted that goal 17 of the
sustainable development goals 2030 stresses the primacy of partnership for the attainment
of other goals that include goal 5; dealing with gender equality and given that gender is a
cross  cutting  issue,  he  stressed  that  both  MINILS  and  the  dPRC  had  over  the  years
mainstreamed  women  and  girls  into  their  programs.  As  MINILS  is  set  to  reform  the
curriculum  of  the  Institute,  MINILS  counts  on  shared  experiences  of  dPRC  in  module
development and train-the-trainers (TOT) to make positive impact on its educational service
delivery as envisaged by the President Muhammadu Buhari administration. He further stated
that  only  inclusive  economic  empowerment  can  ensure  sustainable  political  inclusion  of
women. Women need both power and money to catch up in the race for development and
poverty eradication. 

The opening remark was given by the Minister of State for Labour and Productivity,  Mr.
Festus  Keyamo SAN. During  his  remark  he revealed  that  ample  evidence  showed that
financial  and  economic  inclusion  of  women increases  GDP by 2  to  3  percent  and  that
financial  economic  inclusion  is  instrumental  and  fundamental  to  strengthening  women’s
rights and enabling women to have control over their lives and exert influence in society and
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creating  just  and  equitable  societies.  Investing  in  women’s  economic  empowerment  is
geared towards gender equity, poverty eradication and inclusive economic growth. 

The first activity of the day after the opening ceremony was group work session on women’s
businesses in Nigeria, experience and characteristics compared to men in business. The
objective  of  the  group  work  session  was  for  participants  to  discuss  and  share  their
experiences,  challenges  and  characteristics  in  carrying  businesses  compared to  men in
business. Participants for this group work session were shared based on their state, Abia,
Ogun, Taraba, Niger,  Kebbi state and one Nigeria comprising of Delta, Kwara, Oyo and
Lagos. Each state comprised of five participants while team one Nigeria comprise of ten
participants from four states namely Delta, Oyo, Kwara and Lagos state 

Documented experience and shared learnings of participants based on their state in
terms of barrier, treat and impact 

Niger state 

Identified  barrier,  characteristic  and  challenges  encountered  in  carrying  out  small  and
medium scale  business  in  Niger  state  include  low access to  working  capital  e.g.,  loan,
interest rate collateral and guarantor, managerial structure and skills, insecurity, unfavorable
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government  policies-  interest  rate,  access  to  market,  financial  management  skills  and
tedious  registration  procedures.  Others  identified  include  Government  regulations  e.g.,
NAFDAC and  SON,  inadequate  capacity  e.g.,  access  to  proper  information,  inadequate
business and advocacy skills and sensitization. Challenges highlighted by the participants
from  Niger  state  were  bad  road,  lack  of  raw  materials  and  lack  of  infrastructure.  The
Features  of  Micro  and  small  business  outline  by  the  state  participant  include;  business
structure  problem,  low  government  patronage,  registration,  financial  exclusion,
standardization socio cultural and religious barriers 

Taraba state

Identified  barriers,  lack  of  funds  to  start  business,  fear  of  failure,  inadequate  skills  and
knowledge may lead to business collapsing, lack of family support discourage women from
going into business,  multi-tasking e.g., kitchen task, care for children resulting in women
losing  interest  in  business.  The  Impact outlined  are  that  Women cannot  start  business
without funds resulting to delay in the business commencement,  issues of gender-based
violence  e.g.,  raping  and  assault  discourage  women  from  going  into  business,
misconceptions and sudden change in government policy also discourages women from
going into business. The treat outlined are Insecurity e.g., banditry, kidnapping and farmers
and herders’ men issues, Natural disasters e.g., flooding, geographical accessibility e.g., bad
terrain, scammers due to technology invention crashes business and devaluation of naira
against dollar 
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Team one Nigeria (Oyo, Delta, Lagos and kwara)

Barriers 
Limited access to finance, socio cultural barriers, religious barriers, health conditions self-
esteem  and  lack  of  facilities  the  outlined  threat  include  insecurity,  harsh  economic
conditions, unstable government economic policies, hyperinflation, forex exchange, natural
disasters e.g., fire outbreak, inferno and flood. the impact of the outlined barrier on their
business  include; it  reduces the number  of  women in  business,  cultural  barriers  denied
women involvement in business, health conditions, poor self-esteem and lack of facilities
e.g., electricity water supply. Infrastructure systems. The Impact of the treat are it may lead
to thefts, pilfering,  robbery, kidnapping,  price inflation of goods and raw materials affects
production and natural disasters may lead to business closures. 

Abia State 

Outlined barriers  to business  in  Abia  state included  funding,  land fragmentation,  lack of
technical know-how, lack of network and mentorship and psychological barrier/bias against
women. the identified threats include, insecurity,  fear of failure, unfavourable government
policies, balancing responsibilities, changing tide and inequality.
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Kebbi State 

Barriers to business in key includes: illiteracy, male interference, lack of funding, access to
information  and  legal  status.  the  outlined  threats  to  business  are  political  interference,
insecurity, change in government policies and force majeure

Ogun state

The outlined  barriers  in  Ogun state hindering  small  and micro business  include,  human
resources, lack of skilled employee, misappropriation of funds, record keeping inadequacy,
lack  of  organizational  management  skills  (strategic  and  tactical  plan),  lack  of  business
management  skills,  lack  of  market  research  capabilities  and  inadequate  marketing
capabilities.  external  factor  outlined  are  customers,  access  to  credit  facilities,  suppliers,
government policies, natural disaster and insecurity. 
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Challenges identify in carrying out small and micro-business 
State Taraba Kebbi Abia Ogun Niger Team Nigeria

bottlenec
k Identify

Insecurity,
access to
funds and
capacity
building

Insecurity,
lack of

funds and
capacity
building

High tax
rate,

lack of
funds
and

capacity
building

High tax
rate,

lack of
funds
and

capacity
building

Insecurity,
lack of

funds and
capacity
building

Tax reduction
for women,

lack of funds,
access to
credit and
capacity
building

Key learning for Day One  
 Capacity building on small and micro business enterprise for women is essentials 
 Threat and barrier to business
 Adequate information on government intervention 
 Challenges cut across all state participating in the project
 Evidence based advocacy is essential 

DAY 2

The first plenary session presentation was on the role’s women cooperatives have been 
playing in addressing barriers and threats to women’s businesses; strength and 
weaknesses. The thematic area of the presentation centre on 

 Benefits of cooperative societies to women business
 Challenges \ barriers encountered by women cooperatives
 Growing Cooperatives: Gender Factor
 Strengths of cooperatives; impact on women in business
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 Strength and weakness of cooperative societies in Nigeria; from a gender 
perspective

 Mitigation Measure(s) to overcome Weaknesses Identified above
 Understanding cooperative society operations

Issues raised during the presentation included
 Who can be a member of cooperative society?
 What is the minimum number of Founders required to register a cooperative society?
 Who registers a cooperative society?
 How frequent do cooperatives have meetings?
 What books and registers must a cooperative society maintain according to the 

cooperative laws?
 When do cooperative have AGM meetings?
 When are Audited Financial Reports submitted and to whom?
 Does your cooperative society prepare annual budget and activity plan for the 

incoming year?
 What documents are open to the public to see?
 Who liquidates a cooperative society?
  Reason why a cooperative Society can be liquidated?

The second plenary presentation center on what is policy advocacy, role of women in policy 
advocacy and historical examples

During the roundtable discussions on the experiences of women cooperatives in carrying out
advocacy in  their  states,  the following  key  point  were  outlined  as experience of  women
cooperative carrying out advocacy
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 Collaboration is essential in carryout advocacy
 Having essential advocacy skills is key to carrying out advocacy
 Use of data to demonstrate your finding as evidence 
 Stakeholder’s mapping and accessibility 
 Delay of the advocacy target in taken action 
 Creation of awareness on the advocacy ask 
 Raising funds for advocacy 
 Engagement with key stakeholders before the advocacy visit
 Advocacy message must be precise and concise

Key learning for day two
 Data gathering is essential before carrying out advocacy
 Collaboration and consensus building is essential in advocacy
 Expanded scope of thinking 
 How to identify and overcome barriers and threat to business
 Feedback mechanism to all stakeholders
 How  to  identify  and  map  stakeholders  advocating  on  women  economic

empowerments 
 Clearing defining the objective and goal of the advocacy
 New women economic empowerment project 
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DAY 3
Recap of two-day activities by Abia team lead

Day  three  activities  features  presentation  on  identifying  and  mapping  advocacy  target
(audiences) and issues. Participants were divided into 6 group to identify advocacy Targets
(Audiences), issues, develop workplan and budget based on the advocacy issues identify in
their local context  

Advocacy Issues Identified by the Six Grouped

STATE TARABA KEBBI ABIA OGUN NIGER TEAM
NIGERIA

ADVOCACY
ISSUES

Insecurity
and

access to
funds

Insecurit
y and

access to
funds

High
tax rate

and
access

to
funds

High tax
rate and

access to
funds

Insecurity
and access

to funds

Tax reduction
for women

and access to
funds

Advocacy Target Identified by the Six Grouped

STATE TARABA KEBBI ABIA OGUN NIGER TEAM
NIGERIA

ADVOCACY
TARGET

The
Governor,
Speaker
SHOA,

Governor
wife and
MDAs

The
Governor,
Speaker
SHOA,

Governor
wife and
MDAs

The
Governor,
Speaker
SHOA,

Governor
wife and
MDAs

The
Governor,
Speaker
SHOA,

Governor
wife and
MDAs

The
Governor,
Speaker
SHOA,

Governor
wife and
MDAs

The
Governor,
Speaker
SHOA,

Governor
wife and
MDAs
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Workplan Developed by the Six Grouped Based on the Identify Advocacy Issues

Advocacy issues: Access to Funds/Credit for Women Economic Empowerment in 
Niger state

ACTIVITY TIMEFRAME

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

(FINANCIAL AND
MATERIALS

PERSONS
RESPONSIBLE

Stakeholder mapping/
planning meeting

September -October
2021

Airtime, transportation,
halls and refreshments

Tako-Chapa Youth
Farmers’ Cooperative

Society LTD

Development of
advocacy message

Third week of October
2021

Engagement of
consultant to develop

the advocacy
message, fact sheet,

policy brief and
scorecard

Soje (A) Women
Farmers’ Cooperative

Society LTD

Meeting with primary
targets (Governor,
Speaker, house of

assembly etc.)

November 2021

Airtime, transportation
and refreshment,
payment for four

media outfit coverage

National Council for
Women Societies
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ADVOCACY: Access to Funds/Credit, Reducing the Challenges of Interest Rates and
Collateral for Women Economic Empowerment in Ogun State

ACTIVITY TIMEFRAME
RESOURCES

REQUIRED (FINANCIAL
AND MATERIALS

PERSONS
RESPONSIBLE

Stakeholder
mapping/ meeting
with the support
audience and

forming coalition
(FOWAN etc.)

2 months
Airtime, transportation,

renting halls for meeting,
refreshments

Prof. Alao, Mrs
Dawodu, Mrs

Adebiyi
Mrs Ganiyu and

Mr Taiwo

Meeting with
primary targets

(Governor, Speaker,
house of assembly

etc.)

1 month
Airtime, data subscription

(Internet Access)
transportation

Prof. Alao, Mrs
Dawodu, Miss
Daramola and

Mr Taiwo

Advocacy Research 3 months

Airtime, transportation,
Training research
assistants (data

collection), Acquisition of
qualitative and

quantitative data analysis
software, Printing of

research instruments,
Data Analysis and report

writing

Prof. Alao, Mrs
Dawodu, Miss
Daramola, Mrs

Adebiyi
Mr Taiwo and
Mrs Ganiyu

Media strategy
(Press Conference,

social media,
Newspaper)

1 month Airtime, transportation,
Payment for media

strategist
Payment for newspaper

Prof. Alao, Mrs
Dawodu, Miss
Daramola, Mrs

Adebiyi, Mr
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publications,
renting halls for meeting,

refreshments

Taiwo and Mrs
Ganiyu

Advocacy visits to
groups of

independent
investors

1 month Airtime, data and
transportation

Prof. Alao, Mrs
Dawodu, Miss
Daramola, Mrs

Adebiyi, Mr
Taiwo and Mrs

Ganiyu
Advocacy visits

(Meeting) to
Development

Finance Institutions
and Commercial

Banks and
foundations (Grants)

1 month
Airtime, data subscription

(Internet Access),
transportation

Prof. Alao, Mrs
Dawodu, Miss
Daramola, Mrs

Adebiyi, Mr
Taiwo and Mrs

Ganiyu

Access to Funds/Credit for Women Economic Empowerment in Delta, Oyo, Lagos and
Kwara state (team one Nigeria)

ACTIVITY TIMEFRAME

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

(FINANCIAL AND
MATERIALS

PERSONS
RESPONSIBLE

Planning meeting
with key

stakeholders
August 2021

Airtime for 10-
person,

transportation for 20
persons, halls and
refreshments for 20

persons

Lagos /oyo
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Development of
advocacy message September 2021

Engagement of
consultant to
develop the

advocacy message,
fact sheet, policy

brief and scorecard

Delta/kwara

Advocacy visit to
primary targets

(Governor, Speaker,
house of assembly

and MDAs)

October 2021

Airtime,
transportation and
refreshment for 10-
person, payment for

four media outfit
coverage (NTA,

premium times, daily
trust and radio

Nigeria)

Delta, Oyo, kwara
and lagos

Access to Funds/Credit for Women Economic Empowerment in Kebbi state 

ACTIVITY TIMEFRAME

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

(FINANCIAL AND
MATERIALS

PERSONS
RESPONSIBLE

Planning meeting
with key

stakeholders
August 2021

Airtime for 10-
person,

transportation for 20
persons, halls and
refreshments for 20

persons

Kungiyar Tallafin
Mata Development

Initiative

Development of
advocacy message

September 2021 Engagement of
consultant to

Gidan Agoda
Women Rice
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develop the
advocacy message,

fact sheet, policy
brief and scorecard

Processors
Cooperatives
Association

Advocacy visit to
primary targets

(Governor, Speaker,
house of assembly

and MDAs)

October 2021

Airtime,
transportation and
refreshment for 10-
person, payment for

four media outfit
coverage (NTA,

premium times, daily
trust and radio

Nigeria)

Tudunkuka Women
farmers Multipurpose

Cooperative

Access to Funds/Credit for Women Economic Empowerment in Abia state

ACTIVITY TIMEFRAME

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

(FINANCIAL AND
MATERIALS

PERSONS
RESPONSIBLE

Planning meeting
with key

stakeholders
August 2021

Airtime for 17-person,
transportation for 20
persons, halls and
refreshments for 20

persons

Nwechukwu
Farmers’

Cooperative
Society

Development of
advocacy message September 2021

Engagement of
consultant to develop

the advocacy message,
fact sheet, policy brief

and scorecard

Women in Mining
Cooperative
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Advocacy visit to
primary targets

(Governor, Speaker,
house of assembly

and MDAs)

October 2021

Airtime, transportation
and refreshment for 10-

person, payment for
four media outfit
coverage (NTA,

premium times, daily
trust and radio Nigeria)

Women Goatery
and Poultry

Farmers’
Cooperative
Association

Access to Funds/Credit for Women Economic Empowerment in Taraba state

ACTIVITY TIMEFRAME

RESOURCES
REQUIRED

(FINANCIAL AND
MATERIALS

PERSONS
RESPONSIBLE

Planning meeting
with key

stakeholders
August 2021

Airtime for 17-
person,

transportation for 20
persons, halls and
refreshments for 20

persons

Progressive Giant
Sisters Multipurpose
Cooperative Society

Limited, Taraba
State

Development of
advocacy message September 2021

Engagement of
consultant to
develop the

advocacy message,
fact sheet, policy

brief and scorecard

Albarka Women
Multipurpose

Cooperative Society
Ltd, Taraba State

Meeting with
primary targets

October 2021 Airtime,
transportation and

Divine Sisters
Multipurpose
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(Governor, Speaker,
house of assembly

and MDAs)

refreshment for 10-
person, payment for

four media outfit
coverage (NTA,

premium times, daily
trust and radio

Nigeria)

Cooperative Society,
Taraba State

Following  presentation  on  budgeting  for  advocacy  by  Mr.  Mustapha  Kolawole  dRPC,
participant used sample of workplan develop by Taraba state to developed a draft budget for
advocacy in plenary

The Methodology Adopted for the Three-Day Capacity Strengthening Training 
Workshop Include 
Plenary session, 

 On presentation from gender expert on roles women cooperatives have been playing
in addressing barriers and threats to women’s businesses; strength and weaknesses

 Introducing policy advocacy and the advocacy role of women association 
 Logistic for advocacy
 Budgeting for advocacy visit by dRPC 
 On reporting out logistics for advocacy 
 On element taken into consideration in developing an action plan for advocacy 

training

Group work exercise facilitated by business development expert on
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 Documented experience and shared learning of participants based on their state in
terms of barrier, treat and impact (Participants Breaks into 6 group to discuss the
topic in their local context)

 Identify key advocacy issues in women economic empowerment in the state
 Identify  advocacy  targets/audience  and  draft  advocacy  message  for  the  issue

identified
 On group reporting back on advocacy target and message by MINILS
 Group work on plan for logistics advocacy

Plenary session on team lead presentation on 

 Documented experience and shared learning of participants based on their state in
terms of barrier, treat and impact.

 Identify  advocacy  targets/audience  and  draft  advocacy  message  for  the  issue
identified 

Roundtable discussion on the experiences of women cooperatives conducting advocacy 

Pre and post-test evaluation

Workshop evaluation
In  order  to  measure  the  outcome  of  the  training,  a  pre  and  post  evaluation  tool  was
administered  to  the  participants.  The  tool  design  utilized  both  open  and  closed  ended
questions to collect qualitative data from the respondents. 

Pre-workshop evaluation
A total of thirty (30) questionnaires were administered to all the 30 participating WECs for the
pre-workshop assessment. The analysis is given below: 

A total of forty-six percent (46%) of the participants hold a bachelor’s degree, twenty-one
percent (21%) were O’level holders, fourteen percent (14%) were master’s degree holders.
Furthermore,  eleven percent  (11%) were diploma holders,  three-point  six percent  (3.6%)
were doctorate degree holders while  three-point  six  percent  (3.6%) said  they  only  have
primary school certificate. 
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46%

11%
21%

4%

LEVEL OF EDUCATION  

Thirty-two  percent  (32%)  of  the  respondents  were  age  31  -40  years,  twenty-five  (25%)
indicated that they are between age 41-50. A total of eighteen percent (18%) were between
51-60 years of age, fourteen percent were between 61-70 years of age while just ten percent
(10%) said they were under 30 years of age.

UNDER 30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 70 & ABOVE
AGE RANGE

0.00%

5.00%

10.00%

15.00%

20.00%

25.00%

30.00%

35.00%

10.70%

32.30%

25.00%

18.00%

14.00%

0.00%

AGE RANGE 

Half of the respondents (50%) indicated that in the last 5 years they have not represented
their organization at any training workshop. This shows that the training is very important to
them and their organization. The training will strengthen their capacity to conduct evidence-
based advocacies in future.
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50%50%

In the past 5 years have you represented your 
organization at any training?

YES NO

Majority of the respondents (79%) indicated that in the last 5 years they have not attended
any  trainings  specifically  on  advocacy  and/or  communication  strategies  for  advancing
women’s economic empowerment. The implication is that the participants are enthusiastic
that this capacity building training will afford them the opportunity to learn about advocacy
and communication strategies. 

21%

79%

In the past 5 years have you attended training 
specifically on advocacy and/or communication 
strategies for advancing Women’s Economic 

Empowerment? 

YES NO

When we inquire to know how frequently their organizations usually conduct advocacies,
majority of the respondents (75%) indicated that they conduct advocacies at least 1 to 5
times in a year. Eighteen percent (18%) indicated that conduct advocacy between 6 to 10
times in a year while just seven percent (7%) conducts advocacies 11 to 20 times in a year.
This shows that the WECs are not well equipped with necessary skills to conduct advocacies
to relevant stakeholder on issues pertaining to women economic empowerment.
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year
How frequently does your organization conduct 

advocacies?

0
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75%
18% 7% 0%

How frequently does your organization conduct 
advocacies? 

When we inquire to know the government officials the WECs usually target for advocacies,
thirty-six percent (36%) indicated that Officials of the Ministry of Women Affairs are usually
the targets of their advocacies. Twenty-five percent (25%) indicated that they targeted the
state  government  officials,  twenty-one  percent  (21%)  indicated  that  they  target  local
government  officials.  Other  respondents  (18%)  indicated  that  they  target  influencers,
philanthropists and religious leaders for their advocacies. 

State government 
officials; 25%

Officials of the 
Min of Women 
Affairs  ; 36%

LGA; 21%

Others; 18%

Who are the government officials usually targeted by 
your organization for advocacies?  
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When  we  inquire  to  know  which  advocacy  issue  at  national  or  state  levels  does  your
organization usually advocate about? Half of the respondents (50%) stated that access to
government’s  women  empowerment  programs  is  the  advocacy  issue  their  organization
usually  advocate  about  at  the  national  or  state  levels.  Eighteen  percent  (18%)  of  the
respondents indicated that the need for policy reform is the advocacy issue they advocate
about. Fourteen percent (14%) of the respondents indicated that unemployment of women
and  girls  is  the  advocacy  issue  their  organization  usually  advocate  about.  In  addition,
another fourteen percent (14%) of respondents indicated that poor access to finance for
women is the advocacy issue their organization usually advocate about. Only three percent
(3%)  indicated that  gender  base3d violence  and abolition  of  harmful  practices  were the
advocacy issue their organization usually advocate about.

Unemployment of 
women and girls      ; 

14%

Poor access to 
finance for women; 

14%

Access to government’s 
women empowerment 

programs  ; 50%

Need for policy 
reform; 18%

Other: (Please specify); 
4%

Which advocacy issue at national or state levels does your or-
ganization usually advocate about?

When we inquire to know what forms does the WECs advocacies usually take? The highest
percentage  of  respondents  (63%)  go  with  advocacy  visits  while  informal  meetings  with
government officials (11%) and policy dialogue (11%) are the second most adopted form of
advocacies. 
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Advocacy visits  

Open letter in newspapers  

Press conference  

Policy dialogue

Conference        

Informal meetings with 
government officials
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63.00%

3.70%

3.70%

11.00%

7.40%

11.00%

What form does your advocacies usually take? 
Please tick the two most important forms? 

When we inquire to know if the WECs usually conduct research and prepare information
briefs  and  share  with  advocacy  targets  in  government?  The  highest  percentage  of
respondents  (42.9%)  indicated  that  they  have  never  conducted  research  and  prepare
information briefs to share with advocacy targets in government. This was followed by 32%
of the respondents  who indicated that  they sometimes conducted research and prepare
information brief to share. Seventeen percent (17%) of the respondents indicated that they
seldom conducted research and prepare information to share. Only 7% of the respondents
indicated that  they always conduct  research and prepare information brief  to  share with
targets. 
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Does your organization usually conduct 
research and prepare information briefs 
share with advocacy targets in govern-

ment? 
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When  we  asked  how  the  WECs  rated  the  success  of  their  advocacies?  41.6% of  the
respondents rated their advocacies as being successful, 29% rated their advocacies to be
moderately successful,  20.9% rated their advocacies not successful while  8% rated their
advocacies to be very successful.  

8.30%

41.60%
29.10%

20.90%

How would you rate the success of your advocacies? 

Very successful    Successful  
Moderately successful  Not very successful

All  the  respondents  affirmed  that  it  is  very  important  to  collaborate  with  other  civic
organizations in conducting advocacy on Women’s economic empowerment issues.

1

How important is it to collaborate with other civic 
organizations in conducting advocacy on Women’s 

economic empowerment issues?  

Very important  Moderately important
Important Not very important
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When  we  inquire  to  know  how  often  does  the  WECs  collaborate  with  other  civic
organizations when conducting advocacies on any issue? The majority of the WECs (40%)
indicated that their organizations does not often collaborate with other civic organizations
when conducting  advocacies  on any issue.  Thirty-six  percent  (36%)  of  the  respondents
indicated that their organization very often collaborate with other organizations while 24% of
respondents stated that they often collaborate with other civic organizations. 

36%

24%

40%

How often does your  organization collaborate with 
other civic organizations when conducting advoca-

cies on any issue? 

Very often Often Not very often

When we inquire further to know how often does the WECs collaborate with other civic
organizations when conducting advocacies on women’s economic empowerment issues?
The  majority  of  the  WECs  (43.4%)  indicated  that  their  organizations  does  not  often
collaborate  with  other  civic  organizations  when  conducting  advocacies  on  women’s
economic empowerment issues. Thirty-nine percent (39%) of the respondents indicated that
their organization very often collaborate with other organizations while 17% of respondents
stated that they often collaborate with other civic organizations.
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39.10%

17.40%

43.40%

How often does your  organization collaborate with 
other civic organizations when conducting advoca-
cies on women’s economic empowerment issues?  

Very often Often Not very often

Post-workshop evaluation
Following  the  trainings,  we  evaluated  the  impact  of  the  course  learnings  through  post
evaluation tool. A total of ninety-seven percent (97%) response rate was gotten from the
participants. The tool sought to measure knowledge and skills gained whilst exploring their
thoughts on advocacy and communication strategies for women’ economic empowerment.
The analysis is given below:

At the end of the training, when we ask the participants which of the sessions, they enjoyed
the most and why? Thirty-seven percent of the respondents indicated that they enjoyed the
session on plan for logistics of advocacy. The implication is that the participants showed
readiness  to  conduct  advocacy  to  their  advocacy  targets.  Twenty-five  percent  (25%)
indicated that  they  enjoyed the session on barrier  and threat  experienced  by women in
business, 15% indicated that they enjoyed all the sessions. Eleven percent (11%) indicated
that they enjoyed they session on how to identify key advocacy issues while 7% indicated
policy advocacy session as their preferred session. Only 3% indicated that they enjoyed the
session on evidence-based advocacy. 
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Policy Advocacy 

Plan for logistics of advocacy 

Barriers and Threats experienced by 
women in business

All the sessions

Identifying key advocacy issues

Evidenced-based advocacy 

7.40%

37.00%

25.90%

14.80%

11.10%

3.70%

Which session they enjoyed best and why? 

When we inquire to know what has been their most important learning from this workshop?
Majority of the respondents (43.4%) indicated that their most important learning from the
workshop is how women’s associations can work together in advocacy. Thirty percent (30%)
of  the  respondents  indicated  the  problem  of  women’s  economic  empowerment  policy
implementation is their most important learning from the workshop. This was followed by
17% of the respondents who indicated that importance of communication advocacy is their
most important learning from the workshop. Lastly, 4% of respondents each identified data
required for successful advocacy and the steps in planning for advocacy as the areas they
gained more from the training workshop.

The importance of communication in 
advocacy

The steps in planning for advocacy

What is policy advocacy

Data required for successful advocacy

How women’s associations can work 
together in advocacy

The problems of women’s economic 
empowerment policy implementation

17.30%

4.30%

0.00%

4.30%

4340.00%

3040.00%

What has been you most important 
learning from this workshop?  
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In  order  to  confirm  if  the  training  has  met  their  expectations,  majority  (96%)  of  the
respondents expressed their sincere appreciation to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
for  sponsoring  the  programme.  They  also  expressed  gratitude  to  the  dRPC.  Only  4%
indicated that the training workshop partially met their expectations. 

96%

4%

Have your expectations of this workshop been 
achieved? 

YES PARTIALLY

More than half  of  the respondents (52%) indicated that they were very satisfied with the
workshop. They stated that the training has improved their skills and built their capacities in
identifying advocacy issues in women’s economic empowerment. Forty-eight percent (48%)
of respondents also indicated that they were satisfied with the training workshop. 

52%48%

How would you rate your overall satisfaction from 
this training workshop?  

Satisfied      Very Satisfied  

What is policy advocacy? 
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To test if  the participants gained new knowledge on policy advocacy, we asked them to
define  what  advocacy  is.  Majority  of  the  participants  (90%)  were  able  to  define  policy
advocacy by identifying negotiations and mediating for a cause to influence policy makers.
The participants were also to differentiate between advocacy and lobby. 

What is women’s economic empowerment? 
To test if the participants gained new knowledge on what women’s economic empowerment
is, we asked them to define what they under by WEE. Majority of the participants (96%) were
able  to  define  women’s  economic  empowerment  is.  They  identified  women’s  ability  to
participate equally in existing markets, their access to and control over productive resources,
and access to decent work.

Mapping advocacy targets
When we inquire  to know if  the participants  have gain  new knowledge  on how to map
different advocacy targets. More than half (62.9%) of the respondents rated their knowledge
of  mapping different  advocacy targets as very good.  Eighteen percent  (18%) rated their
knowledge  of  mapping  different  advocacy  targets  as  excellent  while  18%  rated  their
knowledge of mapping different advocacy targets as being good.

18.50%

62.90%

18.50%

Following the training, how would you rate your 
knowledge of mapping different advocacy targets? 

Good   Very good Excellent  

When we inquire to know if the participants have gain new knowledge in developing and
delivering advocacy messages. Majority (48%) of the respondents rated their knowledge of
developing  and  delivering  advocacy  messages  as  being  very  good.  Twenty-six  percent
(26%) rated their knowledge of developing and delivering advocacy messages as very good
while twenty-six percent (26%) rated their knowledge of developing and delivering advocacy
messages as excellent. 
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26%

48%

26%

Following the training, how would you rate your 
knowledge of developing and delivering advocacy 

messages? 

Good   Very good Excellent  

All the respondents (100%) affirmed that the training has improved their skills on how to
identify and use innovative and culturally sensitive approaches for advocacy.

1

Did the training improve your skills on how to 
identify and use innovative and culturally sensitive 

approaches for advocacy? 

YES NO

All the respondents (100%) affirmed that they understood how to develop advocacy action
plan.
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1

At the end of the training, do you understand how 
to develop advocacy action plan? 

YES NO

We inquire from the participants how they wish to be contacted by the dRPC in the future to
continue participating in the PAWED project. Thirty-seven percent (37%) of the respondents
indicated that they wish to be contacted via email, 33% indicated that they want a WhatsApp
group to be created, 14.8% indicated that they prefer phone calls while another 14.8% prefer
text message. 

By email   

By phone calls   

By text message   

We should form a 
Whatsapp group

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

37.00%

14.80%

14.80%

33.00%

How would you like to be contacted by the dRPC in 
the future to continue participating in the PAWED 

project?  

Key learnings for day three activities
 Stakeholder’s mapping is essential before carrying out advocacy visit
 Development of workplan, budget and advocacy message 
 Formation of coalition for networking and social marketing 
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Next step
 Participant  to  use  the  develop  workplan  and  budget  to  conduct  one  or  more

advocacy visit to the identify advocacy target at the state level
 Formed coalition for networking e.g., participating state nominate one or two WECs

to serve as chair and co-chair of the coalition   
 dRPC-PAWED to support  the advocacy visit  to be carried out  by the Nigeria  for

women state (Ogun, Taraba, Niger, Kebbi, Abia).

Facilitators with the DG MINILS during closing ceremony

Media Links

 AIT- WEC-Labour Minister Assures Women inclusion in key sectors  

 NTA-Constitutional Review-FG Assures women of meaningful recognition  

 NewsDigest-FG working to ensure constitutional recognition for women economic   
empowerment- Keyamo

 Leadership-FG, NASS Working On Constitutional Recognition For Women – Keyamo  

 The Summit-Live Up To Your Agreement With Workers, Festus Keyamo Urges FG  

 21st Century Chronicle-Constitutional review to recognise women financial inclusion –   
Minister

 The Guardian-Keyamo urges political parties to reserve exclusive seats for women  
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https://guardian.ng/news/keyamo-urges-political-parties-to-reserve-exclusive-seats-for-women/
https://21stcenturychronicle.com/constitutional-review-to-recognise-women-financial-inclusion-minister/
https://21stcenturychronicle.com/constitutional-review-to-recognise-women-financial-inclusion-minister/
https://summitpostnews.com/2021/08/10/live-up-to-your-agreement-with-workers-festus-keyamo-urges-fg/
https://leadership.ng/fg-nass-working-on-constitutional-recognition-for-women-keyamo/
https://newsdigest.ng/fg-working-to-ensure/
https://newsdigest.ng/fg-working-to-ensure/
https://youtu.be/HsSnG54uXxc
https://youtu.be/hawhBpOPQtc


 Punch-FG urges political parties to support women in politics  
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https://punchng.com/fg-urges-political-parties-to-support-women-in-politics/?amp
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